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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Private Citizen

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label:

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

 snorkelling with Mantas in Exmouth Gulf  Let's keep this as the focus of the region.

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

Upload additional document here.:

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.



1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) 
you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth 
Gulf? 

 

 
  I love the pristine, alive, remote and abundant nature of the Exmouth Gulf and 

adjacent Ningaloo Reef. 

In my estimation, Exmouth Gulf has incalculable environmental and biodiversity value.  From my 
experience, it is up there with the East African Savannah and what is left of the Bornean 
rainforest as the best places on the planet to easily observe a wide range of incredible 
megafauna, alongside hundreds of species of microfauna.  It is a mindblowing region. 

Whilst it is not a market based asset, and can therefore not be easily valued in the way that a 
port, factory or salt mine can be, it’s environmental value to the people of WA and Australia, and 
the broader marine ecosystem is enormous.  A summary of some of the factors that make the 
Gulf so special include: 

2. The largest intact arid zone mangrove ecosystem in the world;, 
3. One of the last large-scale unindustrialised marine and coastal wilderness areas in Australia; 
4. More fish species than Ningaloo (790 v 738) and more Mollusc species than Ningaloo (831 v 

655), along with 11 rare and endemic stygofauna, 28 marine mammal species (8 of which 
use the Gulf as a breeding ground and/or nursery; 

5. A globally significant nursery for the world's largest humpback whale population; 
6. A wetland of national importance (as designated by the DEC); 
7. Substantial Dugong population that is part of the largest stable dugong population in the 

world (shared with Ningaloo and Shark Bay), and is the only Dugong population not in 
decline.  A Wheatstone survey counted 1,760 Dugongs with 95% confidence level.  
Anecdotally, up to 1,000 dugongs have been sighted together in the Gulf, which is twice as 
large as any other known aggregation. 

8. Extensive seagrass beds are critical for dugong feeding and breeding 
9. Home to 61 species of sharks and rays, 60% of which are considered to be endangered or 

vulnerable globally, by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 
10. Has the 2 most endangered species of sawfish (Freshwater and Green, both of whose global 

populations have declined by over 80% in three generations), including the most important 
breeding population of green sawfish (over 7m long) in the world, and potentially the most 
important sawfish populations globally. 

11. Large aggregations of manta rays 
12. 15 species of sea snakes, including at least 2 critically endangered species (and is recognised 

as a marine reptile biodiversity hotspot) 
13. Home to 5 of the world’s 7 species of marine turtles, all of which are listed as vulnerable to 

critically endangered by IUCN 
14. Shares the world’s largest population of the critically endangered Hawksbill Turtle, and has 

important juvenile feeding habitat. 
15. 95 species of shorebirds, waterbirds and seabirds including 4 endangered, and 40 

threatened or near-threatened species 



16. Recognised as a Key Biodiversity Area by Birdlife International.  44 bird species are of 
significant conservation value 

17. 173 species of crustaceans (prawns etc), 143 species of echinoderms (starfish etc), and 116 
species of algae  

18. Newly discovered species of ray (Ningaloo Maskray), sea snake and soldier crab 
19. Undescribed species present, including potentially 7 sea snake species 
20. Globally significant ancient fossilised coral reef easily accessible along western shore 
21. Supports an outstanding, emerging recreational eco-sportfishing industry (Barramundi, giant 

herring, Oxeye Herring, Giant Oystercracker, GTs, Queenfish, Mangrove Jacks etc) 
22. $20m pa prawn fishery; and importantly is the  
23. Nursery for Ningaloo Reef with the two ecosystems being closely interlinked. 

 

I believe the remoteness, beauty, diversity and abundance of the Gulf contributes significantly to 
Western Australians social and cultural values, by giving us a sense of wonder at the natural 
world, and pride in the beauty of our home.  By way of a recent example of the curtual and 
social value of the Gulf, I took my two  there earlier this month and we 
snorkelled with about 20 Manta Rays for an hour or so, just 500 metres of one of the Gulf 
beaches.  We had just watched David Attenborough’s “A Life on this planet” the night before 
and had been feeling sad and despondent about how our species has prioritised industrialisation 
and economic growth above biodiversity and natural habitat.  After spending the next day in the 
Gulf with whales, Mantas, sea snakes, dolphins, dugongs, schools of fish and dozens of turtles, 
my sons we glowing and commented that it is great that we still have a few places that have not 
yet been degraded by commerce.   
snorkelling with Mantas in Exmouth Gulf.   

 

2. What activities do you engage with in and around 
Exmouth Gulf? 
At present, I interact with the Gulf in the following ways: 

• Snorkelling on the coral reefs at the Muirons, Bundegi and the bombies south of the 
Marina 

• Snorkelling with Manta rays wherever they are present 
• Whale watching and dugong spotting 
• Snorkelling/Swimming with Turtles, Sea Snakes, Dolphins and Sharks 
• Catch and Release sportfishing for Queenfish, Giant Trevally, Mangrove Jacks etc 
• Fishing for Sailfish in the northern gulf 
• Rockpooling at low tide for Octapus, shellfish and other cool animals 
• Surfing at the Muiron Islands 
• Exploring the Mangrove systems on both the east and west coasts of the Gulf 
• Watching sunrises and sunsets from various Gulf Beaches 
• Jogging and walking along town beach 
• Observing the fossilised coral reef system in the southern parts of the Gulf 
• Island hopping 
• Caving on Cape Range 



• Hiking in the Gorges 
• Reptile spotting at night near coastal areas 

 

3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and 
around Exmouth Gulf? 

 

At the present point in time, the Gulf has not experienced large scale environmental pressures in the 
same way that the Pilbara Coast, or Queensland Coast has, save for the damage done to the seabed 
and animal populations by the  prawn operations last century.  So we are in the fortunate 
situation of having a largely intact world-class asset that we can now choose to preserve forever, 
rather than needing to try and rehabilitate a previously beautiful area.  In my view, it is imperative 
that we do the morally, socially and environmentally right thing and afford the Gulf the same or 
similar protections that the Ningaloo Reef is afforded.   

Industrialisation of one of our last great accessible marine wilderness areas would be an error of 
Trumpian proportions, and an enormous misjudgement of the values that the vast majority of this 
state, and our descendants hold in high esteem – connection with nature, biodiversity, healthy 
ecosystems, sustainability and abundance. 

In my view, this review is about recognising that world class marine areas are increasingly rare, and 
with Exmouth Gulf, we have the chance to protect one of Australia’s best areas before it is degraded 
by industrial activities. 

 

4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf 
affect you/your sector or business? 
The knowledge that Exmouth Gulf is currently unprotected and has various companies actively 
pursuing large scale, environmentally harmful industrial projects either in or adjacent to the Gulf, is a 
pressure that affects me and my family.  We love it’s current state and do not think an Oil & Gas 
services facility, a deepwater port, a salt mine or any other large scale project is either required in 
the Gulf, or beneficial to the Gulf. 

 
 

 
  We are all there 

for the environmental values,  
  

 

5. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be 
proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the 
Exmouth Gulf? 



I am currently aware of the proposed Subsea7 project at Heron Point, the Gascoyne Gateway 
Limited proposed deep water port at Qualing Pool, and the K plus S salt project near Tent Island on 
the eastern Gulf. 

My concern is that, if one project is approved, then a precedent is set for future industrial projects, 
and over time the Gulf area will be degraded by multiple projects.   

My view is that now is the time to set a precedent of recognising the globally significant qualities of 
the Gulf and conserving the world class area, rather than allowing yet another wilderness area to be 
industrialised.  There is plenty of space in the Pilbara to do that. 

 

6. Is there any other information you would like to provide? 

 

Exmouth Gulf and Ningaloo Reef are world class natural assets, and a growing, thriving and 
sustainable ecotourism industry should be the focus of the Exmouth community, rather than 
reaching back to the sunset industries of Oil and Gas exploitation.  If we as Western Australians can’t 
work out how to create jobs and advance the local economy with the sustainable assistance of one 
of the most amazing ecosystems on the planet, then we are either incompentent or we are not 
trying hard enough.  And I don’t think we are incompetent. 

We don’t need old-world infrastructure in order for the Exmouth economy to flourish in the new 
world economy of sustainability. 
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